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Executive summary
MUSA Framework users are DevOps teams governed by agile methodologies and rules. Since the
project is working on a solution for multidisciplinary and agile teams, the MUSA Framework requires
an integration tool that provides features associated with agile methodologies.
The MUSA Dashboard, the binding mechanism for the MUSA Framework that handles the interaction
among the MUSA tools, promotes a collaborative and cooperative approach for the DevOps Team and
allows the team members to make decisions on the design and operation of the multi-cloud application.
All the interactions among the MUSA tools have been implemented by using REST calls in order to
decouple the tools as much as possible, in case they want to be exploited or further improved separately.
The implementation of the final version of the MUSA Framework has considered the integration
requirements. The final prototype of the MUSA Framework includes all MUSA tools (developed in
WP2-WP4) plus the MUSA Dashboard (developed in WP1). The infrastructure needed for the
deployment of the whole MUSA Framework has been carefully defined and has been provided by
AIMES Cloud Service Provider, partner in MUSA project.
The deliverable is accompanied by the final version of the tool prototypes integrating the MUSA
Framework, including the MUSA Dashboard, which are all open source and available in public
repositories (See Section 5.1).
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective of this document
This document is deliverable D1.5 Final MUSA framework implementation of the MUSA project ([1]).
The main objective of this document is to describe the integration among the MUSA tools developed in
WP2-WP4 and to present the outcome resulting from the whole MUSA Framework implementation. In
order to address the integration of the MUSA tools, it has considered the agile multi-cloud application
development approach promoted by MUSA as well as the multidisciplinary nature of the DevOps Team
as the user of the MUSA Framework. Therefore, WP1 has implemented a centralized binding
mechanism (MUSA Dashboard) that handles the interactions among the MUSA tools and presents the
MUSA Framework as a unified solution to the users.
The document is accompanied by the actual implementation of the MUSA Framework in form of a
software prototype that is available as explained in Section 5.

1.2 Structure of this document
After this introductory section, the document is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 provides the summary of the updates and additions included in this document, the
final MUSA Framework implementation, compared to the description of the initial version.

•

Section 3 explains the MUSA Framework workflow and the MUSA tools’ role on it as well as
the main activities and relationships among the MUSA tools. Based on that, it identifies the
integration requirements for the MUSA Framework.

•

Section 4 describes how the integration of the whole MUSA Framework has been designed and
implemented. It includes a complete specification of the MUSA Dashboard as integrator tool
for the MUSA Framework. It also contains the API specification of each of the MUSA tools.

•

Section 5 includes the information about the implementation of the MUSA tools. It includes the
location of the source code repositories.

•

Section 6 describes the MUSA Framework infrastructure required for the deployment of the
MUSA tools.

•

Section 7 includes the conclusions and explains the accomplishments made in the last period of
the project.

•

Appendix A provides the context of the project.

•

Appendix B includes the session schema used in MUSA.

•

Appendix C includes the DST-Risk Analysis’ Risk profile schema used in MUSA.

•

Appendix D includes the DST-Decision’s Cloud services combination selection schema used in
MUSA.

1.3 Relationships with other deliverables
The following deliverables support this deliverable and are referred to in this document:
•

D1.3 Initial MUSA framework implementation, which is superseded by this deliverable.

•

D1.4 Final MUSA framework specification and guide contains the requirements and framework
final architecture specification.

•

D2.3 Final SbD methods for multi-cloud applications includes the final version of the SLA
Generator.
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•

D2.4 Final MUSA IDE for security-aware design of multi-cloud application contains the final
version of the MUSA Modeller.

•

D3.3 Final security based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools includes the final
versions of the DST-Risk Analysis and DST-Decision.

•

D3.4 Final secure multi-cloud deployment mechanisms and tools includes the final version of
the MUSA Deployer.

•

D4.3 Final security assurance mechanisms and tools contains the final version of the assurance
mechanisms that work with or are integrated in the final MUSA Security Assurance Platform.

•

D4.4 Final MUSA Security Assurance Platform and User Manual contains the final version of
the MUSA Security Assurance Platform.

1.4 Contributors
The following partners have mainly contributed to this deliverable:
•

Tecnalia: MUSA Framework integration and implementation management and description
(Section 2 and Section 4) as well as future work definition (Section 7).

•

AIMES: MUSA Framework deployment support and description included in Section 5.

•

Tecnalia, CER ICT, CA, MI: API specification of the MUSA tools included in Section 4.2.

1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

MACM

Multi-cloud Application
Composition Model

CPIM

Cloud Provider Independent Model

SLA

Service Level Agreement

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

SLO

Service Level Objective

DST

Decision Support Tool

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

IAM

Identity and Authorization Management

VM

Virtual Machine

IdM

Identity Management

1.6 Revision history
Version
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Eider Iturbe

Tecnalia

Final release
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2 Overview of revisions and additions since D1.3
This section provides the summary of the updates and additions included in this document, the final
MUSA Framework implementation, compared to the description of the initial version (deliverable D1.3
Initial MUSA framework implementation).
Table 1. Overview of updates since D1.3
Change

Section in
D1.3

Section in
D1.5

Rationale

Updated
MUSA Section 2.1
Framework background

Section 3.1

Description is aligned with the final
specification of the MUSA Framework
(D1.4).

Updated
MUSA Section 3.1.2
dashboard’s
functional
implementation

Section 4.1.2

The requirements have been redefined
by compiling similar requirements and
creating more high-level requirements.

Extended
MUSA Section 3.1.3
Dashboard’s data model

4.1.3

The MUSA Dashboard’s data model has
evolved to provide more integration
features.

Updated
MUSA Section 3.1.4
Dashboard’s collaboration
model

4.1.5

Collaboration model is aligned with the
final specification of the MUSA
Framework (D1.4).

Updated
MUSA Section 3.1.5
Dashboard’s usage guide

Section 4.1.6

The usage guide has been updated with
the final version of the MUSA
Dashboard.

Included the description of N/A
the MUSA’s IAM

Section 4.2

The specification of the MUSA IAM
that has been implemented for the final
version of the MUSA Framework.

Updated
MUSA Section 3.2
Framework interfaces

Section 4.3

Interfaces are aligned with the final
specification of the MUSA Framework
(D1.4).

Included a section on the N/A
MUSA
Framework
implementation

Section 5

Specific section for the MUSA
Framework’s tools implementation has
been added.

Updated
MUSA Section 4
Framework deployment

Section 6

The description of the deployment is
aligned for the final version of the
MUSA Framework.
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3 MUSA Framework integration and implementation
requirements
3.1 MUSA Framework background
In deliverable D1.4 Final MUSA framework specification and guide deliverable, the MUSA overall
process has been described. Figure 1 represents the MUSA support to the multi-cloud application
lifecycle. This process shows high-level activities during the lifecycle of the multi-cloud application.

Figure 1: MUSA support to the multi-cloud application lifecycle
Figure 2 shows the overall workflow of the MUSA Framework to support the lifecycle of a multi-cloud
application considering the interactions between the MUSA tools (specifying the required inputs for
each one of them). The user of the Framework is the DevOps Team as defined in D1.4.

Figure 2: MUSA workflow
During the design phase, the DevOps Team first models the Cloud Provider Independent Model (CPIM)
of the multi-cloud application using the MUSA Modeller. Then the DevOps Team obtains the security
requirements through the risk assessment process. Afterwards, the DevOps Team can search the best
cloud services that match the security requirements relying on the MUSA Decision Support Tool (DST).
Having selected the list of the cloud services that best match the requirements of the multi-cloud
application and having previously defined the security requirements, the DevOps Team can generate the
SLAs for the multi-cloud application and its components. These SLAs will be stored in the SLA
Repository and will be retrieved by the MUSA Deployer, so it can generate the Implementation plan for
the multi-cloud application.
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Afterwards, at deployment phase, the MUSA Deployer is invoked by the DevOps Team in order to
deploy the multi-cloud application (by following the Implementation plan).
Finally, at runtime or operation phase, the MUSA Security Assurance Platform starts monitoring the
multi-cloud application based on the final SLAs and the Implementation plan. If the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform detects any violation of the SLAs in place, it notifies to the DevOps Team and the
MUSA Framework proposes two kinds of reactions to the DevOps Team, depending on the case:
1. Runtime reaction, which is proposed by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform by analysing
the type of SLA violation occurred and enabling enforcement agents (if available) that
implement the appropriated security controls to correct the situation.
2. The multi-cloud application should be re-designed and re-deployed by the DevOps Team,
following the MUSA workflow. The DevOps Team can either re-design the multi-cloud
application specification (CPIM), re-analyse the risk of the multi-cloud application (i.e., reanalyse the required security controls or/and accept some risk), or/and select other combination
of cloud services.
Table 2 shows the responsible MUSA tool for each activity described above. The whole collection and
description of MUSA tools can be found in D1.4.
Table 2. Responsible MUSA component in the MUSA workflow
Activity

MUSA component

Modelling

MUSA Modeller, which uses the Security Agent
Catalogue.

Risk assessment

DST-Risk Analysis, which uses the Security Metric
Catalogue.

Cloud service Selection Decision Support

DST-Decision, which uses the CSP Data Repository.

SLA generation

SLA Generator, which uses the Security SLA Repository
and the Security Metric Catalogue.

Deployment

MUSA Deployer (Core, Planner and Broker), which uses
the Security SLA Repository.

Continuous Assurance

MUSA Security Assurance Platform, which includes the
following components:
•

MUSA Monitoring

•

Monitoring agents

•

MUSA Enforcement

•

Enforcement agents

•

MUSA Notification

•

MUSA Security Assurance Platform core

•

MUSA Measurement Repository

Moreover, the CSP Data Gathering tool is already described in D3.3. The CSP Data Gathering tool is
responsible for collecting the needed information on the Cloud Service Providers so the DST-Decision
can use it in order to look for the Cloud services that best fulfil the requirements for the multi-cloud
application.
The description of the information items exchanged throughout the MUSA workflow can be found in
D1.4 Section 6.1.
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3.2 Integration and implementation requirements
Although there is no specific integration requirement for the MUSA Framework, during the execution
of the project, both the developers (MUSA tool owners) and the use cases providers required the
implementation of a centralized binding mechanism that manages the lifecycle of the multi-cloud
application by using the MUSA Framework tools.
Since the project is working on a solution for multidisciplinary and agile teams such as DevOps Teams,
the MUSA Framework requires an integration tool that provides features associated with agile
methodologies. Therefore, the implemented solution promotes a collaborative and cooperative approach
for the DevOps Team and it allows the DevOps Team to make decisions on the design and operation of
the multi-cloud application.
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4 MUSA Framework integration
This section describes how the integration of the whole MUSA Framework has been designed and
implemented.

4.1 MUSA Dashboard
This section is focused on describing the functionality and technical details of the MUSA Dashboard
and the interactions with the rest of the MUSA tools. The specific functionalities and technical details
that belong to each MUSA tool are described in the corresponding deliverable, as follows:
•

MUSA Modeller’s description (final version) can be found in deliverable D2.4 Final MUSA
IDE for security-aware design of multi-cloud applications.

•

MUSA DST-Risk analysis description (final version) can be found in deliverable D3.3 Final
security based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools.

•

MUSA DST-Decision description (final version) can be found in deliverable D3.3 Final
security based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools.

•

MUSA SLA Generator description (final version) can be found in deliverable D2.3 Final SbD
methods for multi-cloud applications.

•

MUSA Deployer description (final version) can be found in deliverable D3.4 Final secure multicloud deployment mechanisms and tools.

•

MUSA Security Assurance Platform description (final version) can be found in deliverable D4.3
Final security assurance mechanisms and tools and D4.4 Final MUSA Security Assurance
Platform and User manual.

The list above includes the identified responsible MUSA tools in the MUSA Workflow activities (see
Table 2 in Section 3.1).

4.1.1 Objective
Since the objective of the project is to provide an integrated set of tools for the support of the security
lifecycle of multi-cloud applications (design, deployment and operation), a binding mechanism that
integrates all the MUSA tools has been required during the project. Therefore, a tool called MUSA
Dashboard has been designed and implemented as an integrator tool.
The MUSA Dashboard is a Kanban-style [2] front-end web application, which allows the DevOps Team
to manage the design, deployment and operation phases of a multi-cloud application on per-component
basis. It provides a unique web front-end to the DevOps Team where they can invoke all MUSA
functionalities described in Section 4.1.2, i.e. the MUSA Dashboard is the responsible mechanism for
invoking the different MUSA tools and managing all interactions among them.

4.1.2 Functional design and implementation
Table 3 shows the functional requirements for the MUSA Dashboard, considering all functionalities
from the rest of the MUSA tools that the MUSA Dashboard needs to integrate and centralise.
Table 3. MUSA Dashboard’s functional requirements
ID

Functional requirement definition

FR1

Multi-cloud application management by the DevOps Team

FR1.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to create a new multicloud application.
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Functional requirement definition

FR1.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the attributes
(e.g., name) of the multi-cloud application.

FR1.3

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to switch between multicloud applications that he/she owns.

FR1.4

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage multi-cloud
application components.

FR1.5

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to delete an existing
multi-cloud application.

FR2

Multi-cloud application model specification

FR2.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the CPIM
(Cloud Provider Independent Model) for the multi-cloud application on
component basis through the MUSA Modeller.

FR3

Multi-cloud application risk assessment

FR3.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the risk
profile of the multi-cloud application on component basis through the DSTRisk Analysis.

FR4

Cloud service selection support for multi-cloud application

FR4.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the selected
list of cloud services combination that best fulfils the multi-cloud application
security requirements.

FR5

Multi-cloud application SLA generation

FR5.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the individual
component SLAs for a multi-cloud application through the SLA Generator.

FR5.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow DevOps Team to manage the SLA for a
multi-cloud application through the SLA Generator.

FR6

Multi-cloud application deployment

FR6.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the
Implementation Plan of a multi-cloud application through the MUSA
Deployer.

FR6.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the
deployment of the multi-cloud application through the MUSA Deployer.

FR7

Multi-cloud application runtime assurance

FR7.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow the DevOps Team to manage the security
assurance of the multi-cloud application at through the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform.

FR8

Notifications on the multi-cloud application state

FR8.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify the DevOps Team when one of the MUSA
information resources of the multi-cloud application (i.e., CPIM, Risk Profile,
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Functional requirement definition
Selected CS combination, SLAs and Implementation plan) has been modified
and the rest of resources that depend on it have become inconsistent.

FR8.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify the DevOps Team when any of the
requirements of the multi-cloud application is unsatisfied.

FR8.3

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify the DevOps Team when the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform creates an alert related to the multi-cloud
application at runtime.

FR8.4

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify the DevOps Team when the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform identifies a violation related to the multi-cloud
application at runtime.

The functional requirements definition only includes the requirements for the use cases where the
DevOps Team is the user. The defined roles for the DevOps Team in the MUSA Framework are
described in Section 4.2.

Figure 3: MUSA Dashboard main view
The MUSA Dashboard (see Figure 3) is composed of six columns that represent the different states in
which a component of a multi-cloud application can be, according to the MUSA workflow explained in
Section 3.1.
1. MODEL (FR21): the MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to manage the CPIM of the
multi-cloud application on component basis, which includes multi-cloud components
deployment specifics. In order to model the CPIM, the MUSA Modeller is opened through the

1

It makes reference to the functional requirements defined in Table 3.
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MUSA Dashboard, and the CPIM can be specified there by modelling each component and its
deployment specifics in MUSA extended CAMEL format.
2. RISK (FR3): the MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to manage the risk profile of a
multi-cloud application. For that purpose, the MUSA Dashboard opens the DST-Risk Analysis
tool which also offers a Kanban-style front-end. The input for the DST-Risk Analysis is the
CPIM previously defined in Multi-cloud Application Composition Model2 (MACM) format
(see deliverable D2.3 for MACM description).
3. SERVICE SELECTION (FR4): the MUSA Dashboard allows to the DevOps Team manage the
selected list of cloud services combination that best fulfils the multi-cloud application security
requirements through the DST-Decision. The input for the DST-Decision is the Risk Profile
(based on the CPIM) defined before.
4. SLA (FR5): the MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to manage the Security SLAs for
a multi-cloud application through the SLA Generator. The component based Security SLAs are
generated by the MUSA SLA Generator tool by using as input the outcomes from the previous
steps (i.e., CPIM, the risk profile which includes the required security controls, and the selection
of the combination of cloud services). All these inputs are stored in MACM format and are
accessible for the SLA Generator.
5. PLAN DEPLOYMENT (FR6): the MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to manage the
Implementation Plan associated with a multi-cloud application through the MUSA Deployer.
The MUSA Deployer offers the possibility to edit and update the Implementation Plan by the
DevOps Team.
6. DEPLOY (FR6) and MONITOR (FR7): the MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to
deploy the multi-cloud application as it is specified in the Implementation plan through the
MUSA Deployer. Once the multi-cloud application is properly deployed, the DevOps Team can
monitor the application and its level of fulfilment with regards to the requirements guaranteed
in the Security SLAs.
The DevOps Team can move a component of the multi-cloud application from one state to another
through the MUSA Dashboard when design, deployment and operation tasks are completed. The
following subsections describe the MUSA Dashboard functional details.

4.1.2.1 FR1: Multi-cloud application management implementation
At the top of the MUSA Dashboard main view (see Figure 4), the MUSA Dashboard provides a menu
for the management of the multi-cloud application.

2

Multi-cloud Application Composition Model (MACM) is a graph-based model that enables reasoning over the
security of a multi-cloud application (composed of multiple components) and implementing easily SLA
composition. More detailed information can be found in D2.3.
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Figure 4: MUSA Dashboard: Multi-cloud application management menu
Within this menu the user has different options:
•

(FR1.1) The user can create a new application by clicking on the + button.

Figure 5: MUSA Dashboard: New application button
•

(FR1.2) The user can edit and update the name of the multi-cloud application by clicking on the
current name and the MUSA Dashboard shows a textbox where the user can write the new
name. Afterwards, the user has to click on the confirmation button (blue button with ✓ symbol)
to complete the change or on the cancel button (grey button with X symbol) to cancel the action.

Figure 6: MUSA Dashboard: Edit application name
•

(FR1.3) The user can switch between different existing multi-cloud applications by selecting
the ID of the application and clicking on the SWITCH TO APP ID: button. Once the ID is
selected, the MUSA Dashboard will show the information corresponding only to that multicloud application and its components.
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Figure 7: MUSA Dashboard: Switch between applications menu
The MUSA Dashboard automatically generates the components of the multi-cloud application after the
DevOps Team has created a CPIM in the MUSA Modeller. The MUSA Dashboard retrieves the CPIM
in MACM format and generates the corresponding cards for each of the components defined in the
CPIM of the multi-cloud application.
(FR1.4) After the component cards have been created in the MUSA Dashboard, the DevOps Team can
move the cards from one column to another of the MUSA Dashboard and execute the functionality of
the column.
(FR1.5) The MUSA Dashboard should allow the DevOps Team to delete an existing multi-cloud
application. This functionality will require the coordinated removal of all resources that compose a
multi-cloud application in each of the MUSA tools. At the moment, the MUSA Framework does not
provide this functionality from the MUSA Dashboard but each of the MUSA tools provide REST service
for deleting the MUSA information resource that manages. Therefore, this functionality can be
performed manually.

4.1.2.2 FR2: Multi-cloud application model specification implementation
(FR2.1) The MUSA Dashboard allows the DevOps Team to manage the CPIM (Cloud Provider
Independent Model) for the multi-cloud application by opening the MUSA Modeller. The DevOps Team
can edit and update the CPIM of a multi-cloud application by clicking on the MODEL button. Then, the
MUSA Dashboard opens the MUSA Modeller in a modal window. More information on the CPIM
creation, edition and management provided by the MUSA Modeller can be found in deliverable D2.4.
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Figure 8: MUSA Dashboard: MODEL menu

Input Requirements for MODEL
There are no input requirements for carrying out the MODEL state of a multi-cloud application.
Functional behaviour for MODEL
Independently of which of the components are located in the MODEL column, the MUSA Modeller
allows the DevOps Team to edit and update the whole CPIM of a multi-cloud application.

4.1.2.3 FR3: Multi-cloud application risk assessment implementation
(FR3.1) The DevOps Team can manage the risk profile of a multi-cloud application by clicking on the
RISK button. Then, the MUSA Dashboard opens the DST-Risk Analysis in a modal window where the
DST-Risk Analysis tool shows a Kanban-style front-end to evaluate the risks of the application. More
information about the risk assessment process provided by the DST-Risk Analysis tool can be found in
D3.3.
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Figure 9: MUSA Dashboard: RISK menu
Input Requirements for RISK
The RISK functionality has the following input requirement for starting the risk assessment of the
multi-cloud application: the CPIM of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.
Functional behaviour for RISK
When launching the risk assessment, only the components in the RISK column or in next columns
(SERVICE SELECTION, SLA, PLAN DEPLOYMENT and DEPLOY-MONITOR) are going to be
considered. In case one or more of the components taken into consideration do not have the required
input, there will be an error.

4.1.2.4 FR4: Cloud service selection support for multi-cloud application implementation
(FR4.1) The DevOps Team can perform the decision support process for selecting the cloud services
combination that best matches the requirements of a multi-cloud application by clicking on the
SERVICE SELECTION button. The MUSA Dashboard opens a modal window where list of cloud
services combinations is shown ranked by requirements fulfilment rate. More information about the
cloud services selection process provided by the DST-Decision tool can be found in D3.3.
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Figure 10: MUSA Dashboard: SERVICE SELECTION menu

Input Requirements for SERVICE SELECTION
The SERVICE SELECTION functionality has as input requirements for the components of the
multi-cloud application:
•

The CPIM of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.

•

The risk assessment has to be completed for them.

Functional behaviour for SERVICE SELECTION
When launching the decision support for the cloud services combination, only the components in the
SERVICE SELECTION column and in the next columns (SLA, PLAN DEPLOYMENT and
DEPLOY-MONITOR) are going to be considered. In case one or more of the components taken into
consideration do not have the required input, there will be an error.

4.1.2.5 FR5: Multi-cloud application SLA generation implementation
(FR5.1, FR5.2) The DevOps Team can perform the SLA generation process of the multi-cloud
application by clicking on the SLA button. Then, the MUSA Dashboard opens a modal window that
shows the SLA Generator. Selecting the DETAILS button in the card of one of the components, the
DevOps Team can perform the SLA generation process of the selected component.
During the process of the SLA generation, the SLA Generator produces a notification about the nonfulfilment of the security requirements of the multi-cloud application, in case the SLA generator detects
that one or more of the required security controls cannot be granted after the SLA generation. More
information about the SLA generation process provided by the SLA Generator tool can be found in
D2.3.
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Figure 11: MUSA Dashboard: SLA menu

Input Requirements for SLA
The SLA functionality has the following input requirements for generating the Security SLAs of the
multi-cloud application:
•

The CPIM of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.

•

The risk assessment has to be completed for them.

•

The cloud services combination needs to be selected.

Functional behaviour for SLA
Independently of which of the components are located in the SLA column, the SLA Generator allows
the DevOps Team to manage the Security SLAs of the multi-cloud application and its components.
The component cards should be located in the SLA column or in the next columns (PLAN
DEPLOYMENT and DEPLOY-MONITOR), that means that the previous steps have been
completed. In case one or more of the components taken into consideration do not have the required
inputs, there will be an error.

4.1.2.6 FR6: Multi-cloud application deployment implementation
(FR6.1) The DevOps Team can manage the Implementation plan of a multi-cloud application by
clicking on the PLAN DEPLOYMENT button. Then, the MUSA Dashboard opens a modal window
that shows the MUSA Deployer where the DevOps Team can generate, update or retrieve the
Implementation plan.
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Figure 12: MUSA Dashboard: PLAN DEPLOYMENT menu

Input Requirements for PLAN DEPLOYMENT
The PLAN DEPLOYMENT functionality has some input requirements for planning the deployment
of the components of the multi-cloud application:
1. The CPIM of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.
2. The risk assessment has to be completed for them.
3. The cloud services combination needs to be SELECTED.
4. The component Security SLAs need to be generated.
Functional behaviour for PLAN DEPLOYMENT
When launching the management of the Implementation plan, only the components in the PLAN
DEPLOYMENT column and in next columns (DEPLOY-MONITOR) are going to be considered.
In case one or more of the components taken into consideration do not have the required inputs, there
will be an error.

(FR6.2) The DevOps Team can deploy, re-deploy or undeploy a multi-cloud application by clicking on
the DEPLOY button. Then, the MUSA Dashboard opens a modal window where the status of the
deployment of the multi-cloud application is displayed.
More information about the MUSA Deployer can be found in D3.4.
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Figure 13: MUSA Dashboard: DEPLOY menu

Input Requirements for DEPLOY
The DEPLOY functionality has the following input requirements for deploying the multi-cloud
application:
1. The Implementation plan of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.
2. The Security SLAs need to be generated.
Functional behaviour for DEPLOY
When launching the deployment of the multi-cloud application, only the components already
included in the Implementation plan will be deployed. If the Implementation plan has not been
defined, there will be an error.
The Security SLAs are required by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform. If there is no Security
SLA related to the multi-cloud application, the MUSA Security Assurance Platform will not be able
to monitor any metric on the multi-cloud application.

4.1.2.7 FR7: Multi-cloud application runtime assurance implementation
(FR7.1) The DevOps Team can manage the security assurance of a multi-cloud application at runtime
by clicking on the MONITOR button. Then, the MUSA Dashboard opens a new window that shows the
MUSA Security Assurance Platform where the DevOps Team can manage metrics for monitoring, check
measurements and statistics, check notifications (alerts and violations), manage enforcement agents and
reactions. More information about the MUSA Security Assurance Platform and its mechanisms can be
found in D4.4 and D4.3.
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Figure 14: MUSA Dashboard: MONITOR menu

Input Requirements for MONITOR
The MONITOR functionality has the following input requirements for deploying the multi-cloud
application:
3. The Implementation plan of the multi-cloud application needs to be specified.
4. The Security SLAs need to be generated.
Functional behaviour for MONITOR
When launching the monitoring of the multi-cloud application, only the components already
included in the Implementation plan and actually deployed are going to be considered for monitoring.
In case one or more of the components taken into consideration do not have the required input, there
will be an error.
The Security SLAs are required by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform. If there is no Security
SLA related to the multi-cloud application, the MUSA Security Assurance Platform will not be able
to monitor the multi-cloud application.

4.1.2.8 FR8: Notifications on the multi-cloud application state
The final version of the MUSA Dashboard notifies the DevOps Team about the state of the multi-cloud
application, by indicating any inconsistency or error in each of the MUSA information resources (CPIM,
Risk profile, selection of the cloud services combination, Implementation plan and SLAs) of the
application when they have been updated.
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This functionality is especially important because the generation of some of the information resources
depends on the others. For example, the generation of the Implementation plan depends on the Security
SLAs that include the selection of the cloud services selection and the CPIM of the multi-cloud
application. Therefore, if there is any inconsistency between the elements, the MUSA Dashboard will
notify the DevOps Team. For that purpose, the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools will
use the application session object (see Section 4.1.3 for more information) to share information about
the elements of the multi-cloud application.
In the MUSA Dashboard, there are four types of notification about the multi-cloud application state:
1. There is an error in a MUSA information resource, i.e., CPIM, Risk profile, selection of the
cloud services combination, Implementation plan or Security SLAs. For example, Figure 15
shows an error in the Security SLAs of the multi-cloud application.
2. There is an inconsistency among the MUSA information resources. The DevOps Team should
follow the steps of the MUSA workflow and generate the MUSA information resources
accordingly chronologically. If the MUSA Dashboard detects any inconsistency, it notifies to
the DevOps Team.
3. Notification on which required security controls were not possible to guarantee, i.e., which
security requirements were not possible to fulfil because of the specific relationships between
application components and the selected cloud services. This feedback is generated by the SLA
Generator during the Security SLA generation process.
4. Notification on an alert or violation of a Security SLA in place occurred at runtime, while
monitoring the multi-cloud application. This feedback is reported by the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform.
In all these cases, the cards of the components that have errors or inconsistencies will become red.

Figure 15: MUSA Dashboard: Notification of error
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4.1.3 Data model
The MUSA Dashboard includes a session-based mechanism in order to store binding (between different
MUSA tools) information in a non-intrusive way. This session object stores the required binding
information, so the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools can invoke the correspondent
APIs to retrieve the required inputs for each of the tools. The session also stores information about when
the MUSA information resources have been saved, therefore the MUSA Dashboard can check for the
consistency of all MUSA information resources across the workflow.
The data model of the session is formalized by following the IETF specification JSON Schema: A Media
Type for Describing JSON Document [3] in Appendix B.
An example of a session in JSON format is shown below:
{
"PlannerTS": "2017-11-17T12:26:01.034Z",
"RiskTS": "2017-11-24T11:32:44.406Z",
"columns": [
{
"name": "Model",
"items": [
{
"seccap_provided": "AC-1, AC-3",
"deploymentMachine": {
"hardware_ram": "4096",
"name": "TSMEngineHostVM",
"hardware_core": "2",
"location": "UK",
"app_id": "313"
},
"statusOK": {
"Plan deployment": true,
"Service Selection": true,
"Monitor": true,
"Model": true,
"Risk": true,
"Sla": true,
"Deploy": true
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": "",
"text": "ACAgentForTSMEngine",
"getSlaUrl": "",
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": "",
"cid": "5",
"status": "PROFILED"
}
]
},
{
"name": "Risk",
"items": []
},
{
"name": "Service Selection",
"items": []
},
{
"name": "SLA",
"items": [
{
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"seccap_provided": "",
"deploymentMachine": {
"hardware_ram": "4096",
"name": "ConsumptionEstimatorVM",
"hardware_core": "2",
"location": "UK",
"app_id": "313"
},
"statusOK": {
"Plan deployment": true,
"Service Selection": true,
"Monitor": true,
"Model": true,
"Risk": true,
"Sla": true,
"Deploy": true
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": "",
"text": "ConsumptionEstimator",
"getSlaUrl": "",
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": "",
"cid": "3",
"status": "CREATED"
}
]
},
{
"name": "Plan Deployment",
"items": []
},
{
"name": "Deploy",
"items": [
{
"getSlaTemplateUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/slamanager/cloud-sla/slas/5A008CDA2CDC76DDC52E202C",
"seccap_provided": "",
"deploymentMachine": {
"hardware_ram": "4096",
"name": "TSMEngineHostVM",
"hardware_core": "2",
"location": "UK",
"app_id": "313"
},
"statusOK": {
"Plan deployment": true,
"Service Selection": true,
"Monitor": true,
"Model": true,
"Risk": true,
"Sla": true,
"Deploy": true
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": "",
"text": "TSMEngine",
"getSlaUrl": "",
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": "",
"cid": "1",
"status": "PROFILED",
"timestamp": 1509985498722
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},
{
"seccap_provided": "",
"deploymentMachine": {
"hardware_ram": "4096",
"name": "JourneyPlannerVM",
"hardware_core": "2",
"location": "IE",
"app_id": "313"
},
"statusOK": {
"Plan deployment": true,
"Service Selection": true,
"Monitor": true,
"Model": true,
"Risk": true,
"Sla": true,
"Deploy": true
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": "",
"text": "JourneyPlanner",
"getSlaUrl": "",
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": "",
"cid": "4",
"status": "CREATED"
},
{
"seccap_provided": "",
"deploymentMachine": {
"hardware_ram": "4096",
"name": "JourneyDatabaseVM",
"hardware_core": "2",
"location": "UK",
"app_id": "313"
},
"statusOK": {
"Plan deployment": true,
"Service Selection": true,
"Monitor": true,
"Model": true,
"Risk": true,
"Sla": true,
"Deploy": true
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": "",
"text": "JourneyDatabase",
"getSlaUrl": "",
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": "",
"cid": "2",
"status": "CREATED"
}
]
}
],
"getDstUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/serviceselection/313",
"getModelUrl": "http://framework.musaproject.eu/modeller/eu.musa.modeller.ws/webresources/camelfilews/getCamel/3
13/CAMEL",
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"getMACMUrl": "http://framework.musaproject.eu/modeller/eu.musa.modeller.ws/webresources/camelfilews/getCamel/3
13/MACM",
"deployerUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/deployer/",
"getPlannerUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/deployer/plans/313",
"getRiskUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/riskprofile/313",
"DstTS": "2017-11-06T16:24:19.592Z",
"ModelTS": "2017-11-02T14:37:40.126Z",
"getDeployedPlanUrl": "http://framework.musaproject.eu/deployer/plans/313",
"riskUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/",
"DeployerTS": "2017-11-16T08:02:36.039Z",
"modelUrl": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/modeller/",
"applicationId": 313,
"applicationName": "APP_TUT",
"getDeployerLogUrl": "http://framework.musaproject.eu/deployer/deployments/313"
}

4.1.4 Component model
The MUSA Dashboard is composed of two elements: Front-end and Back-end.
The MUSA Dashboard Front-end is responsible of rendering the graphical user interface to the user and
provides the functional elements described in Section 4.1.2. It is implemented with AngularJS [4]
technology and gathers the information related to the multi-cloud application by invoking the APIs
provided by the MUSA Dashboard Back-end and the rest of the tools. These APIs are stored in the
session of the MUSA Dashboard.
The MUSA Dashboard Back-end is in charge of the management of the sessions and it provides an API
in order to manage (get, update, delete) the session object information. The MUSA Dashboard Backend includes a database for storing the sessions. This database is MySQL based.
Using the ReactiveX technologies [5], the MUSA Dashboard syncs up the changes on the session object
with the centralised database, which is located in the MUSA Dashboard Back-end.

4.1.5 Collaboration model
This section details the interaction of the MUSA Dashboard with the rest of the MUSA tools. The
specific operation processes of each of the MUSA tools are provided in the technical deliverables (see
information about technical deliverables in Section 4.1) and in D1.4 Final MUSA Framework
specification and guide in Section 6.4 too.
Figure 16 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard (Front-end) and the MUSA Dashboard
Back-end in order to perform the actions related to the management of the multi-cloud application.
Basically, there are three actions that can be executed through the MUSA Dashboard:
1. Creation of the multi-cloud application (step 1 in Figure 16). The MUSA Dashboard gives the
order to the MUSA Dashboard Back-end to create a new application associated to a specific
DevOps group or team in the database and the Back-end returns the ID of the new application.
The DevOps team ID is retrieved by the MUSA Dashboard from the Identity information of the
user (see Section 4.2.1 for more information).
2. Change the name of the multi-cloud application (step 2 in Figure 16). The MUSA Dashboard
gives the order to the MUSA Dashboard Back-end to update the data related to a multi-cloud
application (identified by its ID) in the database.
3. Switch to another multi-cloud application (step 3 in Figure 16). The MUSA Dashboard retrieves
the data related to a multi-cloud application (identified by its ID) from the MUSA Dashboard
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Back-end. This information is returned in session object format (see Section 4.1.3 for more
information).

Figure 16: Interactions between MUSA Dashboard (Front-end) and Dashboard Back-end for
the multi-cloud application management
Figure 17 shows the interaction between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to manage the specification model of a multi-cloud application (CPIM in MUSA extended CAMEL
format). These interactions correspond to the actions that can be started by the DevOps Team within the
MODEL column of the MUSA Dashboard.
The DevOps Team can open the MUSA Modeller to create or update the CPIM of a multi-cloud
application. After it is saved, the MUSA Modeller updates the session object of the MUSA Dashboard.
Once the MUSA Modeller modal window is closed by the DevOps Team, the MUSA Dashboard detects
it and triggers the retrieval of the CPIM (in MACM format) and generates the component cards in the
MUSA Dashboard.
Moreover, the MUSA Dashboard updates the session with the information of the components of the
multi-cloud application and stores the MACM format of the multi-cloud application in the SLA
Generator.
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Figure 17: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application model specification
Figure 18 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to conduct the risk assessment of a multi-cloud application. These interactions correspond to the actions
that can be started by the user within the RISK column of the MUSA Dashboard. The DST-Risk
Analysis need to retrieve the CPIM previously defined by the DevOps team.
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Figure 18: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application risk assessment
Figure 19 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to select a combination of cloud services that best fulfils the requirements of a multi-cloud application.
These interactions correspond to the actions that can be started by the user within the SERVICE
SELECTION column of the MUSA Dashboard. The DST-Decision needs to retrieve the Risk Profile
previously defined by the DevOps team.
In the same way done after the CPIM is updated (see Figure 17), the DST-Decision also updates the
session with the new information of the cloud services combination of the multi-cloud application and
stores the MACM format which includes the cloud services combination of the multi-cloud application
in the SLA Generator.
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Figure 19: Interactions between MUSA tools for the selection of cloud services combination
Figure 20 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to generate the Security SLAs of a multi-cloud application. These interactions correspond to the actions
that can be started by the user within the SLA column of the MUSA Dashboard. The SLA Generator
already has multiple information of the multi-cloud application stored in MACM format, since the
MUSA Dashboard and the DST-Decision have stored the information in previous steps of the MUSA
workflow (see Figure 17 and Figure 19). Besides this information, the SLA Generator needs to retrieve
the Risk Profile previously defined by the DevOps team.
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Figure 20: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application Security SLAs
generation
Figure 21 shows the interaction between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to specify the implementation plan of a multi-cloud application. These interactions correspond to the
actions that can be started by the user within the PLAN DEPLOYMENT column of the MUSA
Dashboard. The MUSA Deployer needs to retrieve the CPIM and the SLAs of the multi-cloud
application, which have been defined in previous steps of the MUSA workflow.
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Figure 21: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application deployment plan
specification
Figure 22 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to manage the deployment of the multi-cloud application. These interactions correspond to the actions
that can be started by the user within the DEPLOY column of the MUSA Dashboard.
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Figure 22: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application deployment
Figure 23 shows the interactions between the MUSA Dashboard and the rest of the MUSA tools in order
to manage the security assurance of the multi-cloud application. These interactions correspond to the
actions that can be started by the user within the MONITOR column of the MUSA Dashboard.
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Figure 23: Interactions between MUSA tools for the multi-cloud application monitoring

4.1.6 Usage guide
The video in the following link shows the usage of the final version of the MUSA Dashboard.
The
video
is
hosted
in
the
MUSA
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA7mR0pU82yKPhF5jkPSlPw

channel

here:

4.2 Identity and Authorization Management (IAM) in MUSA
4.2.1 IAM process for the MUSA Framework
The Identity Provider (IdM provider) used for the MUSA Framework is Auth03 and all the users together
with their information (name, role, groups, etc.) have been defined there.
Figure 24 shows the Identity and Authorization Management (IAM) process for the MUSA Framework,
which is described as follows:
1. The MUSA Dashboard front-end includes a login page, which gathers the user credentials.
Then, the MUSA Dashboard front-end validates those credentials with the Auth0 IdM provider,
which will return a JSON Web Token45 (JWT). This token will include the information related
to the user which is stored in the Auth0 IdM provider such as name, role, group, etc. (see Section
4.2.2 for more information).

3

https://auth0.com/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519
5
https://jwt.io/introduction/
4
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a. For implementing this part, the MUSA Dashboard front-end has used the lock package
provided by Auth0: https://github.com/auth0/lock
2. Once the Auth0 IdM provider returns the JWT, the MUSA Dashboard front-end must verify the
token; i.e., verify the signature of the token with the certificate that previously the Auth0 IdM
provider has provided for that purpose.
3. If the signature of the JWT is successfully verified, then the JWT must be stored in the user
browser by the MUSA Dashboard front-end.
4. From now on, every time the MUSA Dashboard front-end needs to open other MUSA tool’s
front-end, it will invoke it and the MUSA tool’s front-end needs to retrieve the JWT from the
local storage of the browser (key: musa.sso.token).
5. When a MUSA tool’s front-end needs to access the data in the MUSA tool’s Back-end, it needs
to send the JWT included in the HTTP header of the request as well.
6. The request between the front-end and the back-end of a MUSA tool will be handled by the
Access Control agents.
For instance, the step 2.1.2 in Figure 24: the MUSA Deployer Front-end wants to access to the data
in the Back-end, so it needs to send the JWT included in the HTTP header. This request will be
intercepted by the Access Control (AC) agent of the MUSA Deployer, which will decode the JWT
and will apply the AC policies (these policies are defined in XACML). Depending on the results of
the AC policies enforcement, the request will be granted and redirect to the MUSA Deployer Backend service (originally requested by the Front-end) or not.
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Figure 24: IAM process in MUSA Framework
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4.2.2 MUSA roles and groups
In D1.4, the stakeholders and roles involved in the overall lifecycle of MUSA are defined. Next table shows a set of roles that the DevOps Team can play in MUSA.
Table 4. Overview of MUSA stakeholders and roles applied
Stakeholder

Role

Description

MUSA IdM role

Access granted

DevOps Team

CSP

The group composed of the devops_manager
roles played by Application (It acts as DevOps Team manager)
Developers,
System
Operators,
System
Administrators and Business
Managers that collaborate in
the
development
and
management of the mc app,
following a DevOps approach
[6]. As outlined above, the
DevOps Team is the cloud
service provider of the
services offered by the multicloud application. From now
on, we will never refer (unless
explicitly outlined) to DevOps
Team as CSP, in order to avoid
confusion with (external)
CSPs.

All MUSA tools

DevOps Team

System Operator

The role includes all the operator
responsibility related to the
deployment of multi-cloud
applications.

MUSA Deployer – PLAN
and DEPLOY
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DevOps Team

Service Administrator

The role includes all the service_administrator
responsibility
related
to
runtime management of the
multi-cloud
applications,
which includes the monitoring
of these applications. (Note
that even if this role is assumed
by the mc app SP it is a typical
customer role).

MUSA Security Assurance
Platform - MONITOR

DevOps Team

Service Business Manager

The business manager has business_manager
overall responsibility for the
business aspects of offering
cloud services to cloud service
customers. They create and
track the business plan, define
the service offering strategy
and manage the business
relationship with cloud service
customers.

DST-RA - RISK

The role includes all the developer
responsibility
related
to
development of applications or
services that exploit multiple
heterogeneous cloud resources
in diverse cloud service
providers, i.e., of multi-cloud
applications. The development
shall be understood here as the
set of all activities that span
from application requirements

MUSA Modeller - MODEL
DST-RA - RISK

DevOps Team

Application Developer

DST-Decision – SERVICE
SELECTION

DST-Decision – SERVICE
SELECTION
SLA Generator -SLA
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specification
to
implementation,
including
architecting, detail design,
coding, testing, etc. Therefore,
Application Architect (and
Security Architect) role is also
an Application Developer.
DevOps Team

DevOps Team

Application Architect

Security Architect

The role includes all the developer
responsibility related to design
of multi-cloud applications or
services,
which
are
responsible of the design of
this type of applications. They
pursue accomplishing the
maximum benefits in a multicloud application in terms of
functional,
security
and
business
features
by
combining the different cloud
offerings.

MUSA Modeller - MODEL

The role includes all the developer
responsibility related to design
of the solutions which aims at
assuring the security in the
design
of
multi-cloud
applications.

MUSA Modeller - MODEL

DST-RA - RISK
DST-Decision – SERVICE
SELECTION
SLA Generator -SLA

DST-RA - RISK
DST-Decision – SERVICE
SELECTION
SLA Generator -SLA
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A user will be characterized with the following attributes:
•

Name, the name of the user.

•

Role, the role(s) that the user can play within a DevOps Team which is responsible of the
lifecycle of a multi-cloud application.

•

Group, the group(s) that the user can be part of. Those attributes will be included in the JWT
when a user is successfully authenticated against the Auth0 IdM provider. Auth0 will generate
the JWT and will send it to the MUSA Framework (through the MUSA Dashboard).

4.3 MUSA Framework interfaces
This section shows the interfaces offered by the MUSA tools. These interfaces are required for the
correct execution of the MUSA Workflow (see Section 3).

4.3.1 MUSA Modeller
4.3.1.1 MUSA Modeller API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the MUSA Modeller API.

Resource
Multicloud
application
model
Multicloud
application
model
Agent

Table 5. MUSA Modeller API resources
Type Description
Base URI
Object Multi-cloud application /createMcApp
model
(CPIM)
in /updateMcApp
CAMEL language.
/getCamel/{appId}/CAMEL
Object Multi-cloud application /getCamel/{appId}/MACM
model
(CPIM)
in
MACM format.

Object MUSA
Enforcement /getAgents
agent
Component Object A component part of a /getComponentsByApplication/{appId }
multi-cloud application
model
Validation Object Errors related to the /getValidationErrorsByApplication/{appId}
Error
syntax and grammar of
the CPIM in CAMEL
language.

4.3.1.2 MUSA Modeller API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the MUSA Modeller. For each call, it is detailed the
URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
API ID

MODELLER.1

Resource URI
POST

/createMcApp
Description

It requests for the creation of a new multi-cloud application
specification model (CPIM).
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Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics
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Multi-cloud application id, version and extended camel
document in json format.
Media type: Application/json
200 (OK) if the model has been created correctly.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.

API ID
Resource URI
POST

MODELLER.2
/updateMcApp
Description
It updates the multi-cloud application model (CPIM).
Request body
Multi-cloud application id and extended camel document in
json format.
Response body Media type: Application/json
Response code 200 (OK) if the model has been updated correctly.
semantics
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
GET

MODELLER.3
/getCamel/{appId}/CAMEL
Description
It returns the multi-cloud application model (CPIM) given the
application id specified as a parameter in the call; it returns the
CPIM in CAMEL format.
Request body
Empty
Response body Media type: Text/plain
Response code
A string containing the model if it can be recovered.
semantics
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.

API ID
Resource URI
GET

MODELLER.4
/getCamel/{appId}/MACM
Description
It returns the multi-cloud application model (CPIM) given the
application id specified as a parameter in the call; it returns the
CPIM transformed in MACM format.
Request body
Empty
Response body Media type: Text/plain
Response code A string containing the model if it can be recovered.
semantics
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.

API ID
Resource URI
GET

MODELLER.5
/getAgents
Description
Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics

It retrieves the information related to the enforcement agents in
the agents’ catalogue.
Empty
Media type: Application/json
Data related to agents recovered from the database in json
format.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
POST

MODELLER.6
/getComponentsByApplication/{appId }
Description
It retrieves the components related to an application id
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Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics
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Empty
Media type: Application/json
Data related to components recovered from the database in json
format.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
POST

API ID
Resource URI
GET

MODELLER.7
/putAgent/{appId}/{appName}/{agentId}/{agentName}/{componentId}/{co
mponentName}
Description
It requests the update of the model and the database given the
ids and names of the application, component and agent; i.e., it
includes an agent associated to a component in the CPIM of a
given multi-cloud application model.
Request body
Empty
Response body Media type: Text/plain
Response code 200 (OK) if the model has been updated correctly.
semantics
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.
MODELLER.8
/getValidationErrorsByApplication/{appId}
Description
It retrieves of the validation errors after parsing a multi-cloud
application model given its id
Request body
Empty
Response body Media type: Text/plain
Response code A string containing the validation errors if any.
semantics
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error.

4.3.2 DST-Risk Analysis
4.3.2.1 DST-Risk Analysis API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the DST-Risk Analysis API.

Resource
Risk Profile

Type
Object

Threat

Object

Stride
Category

Object

Security
Control

Object

Table 6. DST-Risk Analysis API resources
Description
Base URI
User defined Risk /riskprofile/{ApplicationId}
Profile
of
the
application
A threat definition /slaeditor/threat
stored in the threat
catalogue
A definition of the /slaeditor/stride
STRIDE
category
defined in the threat
catalogue
A simplified version /slaeditor/control
of the definition of
the Security control
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NIST
to Array
CCM
mapping
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defined in the threat
catalogue
An array which lists /nist/{NIST-Control-ID}/ccm
the connected CCM
controls to the NIST
800-53 mapping

4.3.2.2 DST-Risk Analysis API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the DST-Risk Analysis. For each call, it is detailed the
URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.1
/riskprofile/{applicationId}
Description
It retrieves the previously saved risk profile for the
application
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
The data model is defined in Appendix C.
Response Codes 404 Not Found: the specified risk profile of the application has
Semantics
not been found.
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.2
/slaeditor/threat
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.3
/slaeditor/threat/{ThreatId}/controls
Description
It retrieves the list of security controls associated to the
theatId from the threat catalogue
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response Codes
404 Not Found: the specified threatId has not been found.
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.4
/slaeditor/stride
Description

It retrieves the list of threats from the threat catalogue
Not supported
Empty
Media type: Application/json

It retrieves the list of the stride categories
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Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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Not supported
Empty
Media type: Application/json

API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.5
/slaeditor/control
Description
It retrieves the complete list of security controls stored in the
threat catalogue
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

RISK.6
/riskprofile/{ApplicationId}
Description
Creates a new risk profile for the given application Id
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Data: riskprofile data
The data model is defined in Appendix C.
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response:
State of the riskprofile from the database after the creation
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
PUT

RISK.7
/riskprofile/{ApplicationId}
Description
Updates the risk profile for the given application Id
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Data: riskprofile data
The data model is defined in Appendix C.
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response:
State of the riskprofile from the database after the update
Response Codes 404 Not Found: the specified risk profile of the application has
Semantics
not been found.
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

RISK.8
/nist/{NIST-Control-ID}/ccm
Description
Gets the list of the CCM controls correlated to a NIST
security control
Query string
Not supported
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Request body
Response body

Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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Media type: Application/json
Response:
List of the CCM controls
404 Not Found: the specified NIST control ID has not been
found.

4.3.3 DST-Decision
4.3.3.1 DST-Decision API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the DST-Decision API.

Resource
Service
Selection

Type
Object

Provider

Object

Table 7. DST-Decision API resources
Description
Base URI
User chosen list of /serviceselection/{ApplicationId}
the providers and
services
Cloud
provider /csp
definition

4.3.3.2 DST-Decision API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the DST-Decision. For each call, it is detailed the URI
(i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
API ID
Resource URI
GET

DECISION.1
/serviceselection/{applicationId}
Description
It retrieves the previously saved user selected list of services
to deploy the application to
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
The data model is defined in Appendix D.
Response Codes 404 Not Found: the specified risk profile of the application has
Semantics
not been found.
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

DECISION.2
/csp
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body

It retrieves the list of providers information from the provider
catalogue
Not supported
Empty
Media type: Application/json
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Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

DECISION.3
/serviceselection/{ApplicationId}
Description
Creates a new service selection for the given application Id
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Data: service selection data
The data model is defined in Appendix D.
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response:
State of the service selection data from the database after the
creation
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DECISION.4
/serviceselection/{ApplicationId}
Description
Updates the service selection for the given application Id
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Data: service selection data
The data model is defined in Appendix D.
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response:
State of the service selection data from the database after the
update
Response Codes 404 Not Found: the specified risk profile of the application has
Semantics
not been found.
Notes
If none is found, the entry is automatically created

4.3.4 MUSA Deployer
4.3.4.1 MUSA Deployer API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the MUSA Deployer API.

Resource
Type
Implementation Object
plan
(json
type)
Deployment
report

Object
(text
type)

Table 8. MUSA Deployer API resources
Description
Base URI
An Implementation plan that /plans (GET)
specifies
the
deployment /plans/{id} (GET, POST, PUT
configuration of a multi-cloud and DELETE)
application
A report that includes the main log /deployments (GET)
traces related to the deployment of /deployments/{id} (GET, POST,
the multi-cloud application
PUT and DELETE)
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4.3.4.2 MUSA Deployer API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the MUSA Deployer. For each call, it is detailed the
URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
API ID
Resource URI
GET

DEPLOYER.1
/plans
Description
Request body
Response body

Response code
semantics

It requests for all ids of all available Implementation plans.
Empty.
Media type: Application/json
The Json response includes a list of identifiers of the existing
Implementation plans.
200 (OK), even if there are no Implementation plans.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation.

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
GET

DEPLOYER.2
/plans/{id}
Description
Request body
Response
header
Response code
semantics

It returns the Implementation plan of a multi-cloud application
identified by the id parameter in the call.
Empty.
It includes a field Location which indicates the URL of the
Implementation plan created. E.g.: Location: /plans/4
200 (OK) resource found and sent.
201 resource created (the Implementation plan was not found,
but it is created and returned).
404 resource not found.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

DEPLOYER.3
/plans/{id}
Description
Request body
Response body

It generates the Implementation plan of a multi-cloud
application identified by the id parameter in the call.
Empty
Media type: Application/json
The data model is described in Section 4.2 of D3.4.

Response code
semantics

201 resource created successfully.
409 resource id already exists.
401 (unauthorized) If Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation

Notes
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API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DEPLOYER.4
/plans/{id}
Description
Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics
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It updates the Implementation plan of a multi-cloud application
identified by the id parameter in the call.
Media type: Application/json
The data model is described in Section 4.2 of D3.4.
Empty
204 resource updated (no content in response).
404 resource not found.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
DELETE

DEPLOYER.5
/plans/{id}
Description

Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics

It deletes the Implementation plan. Note that this operation
does not remove the infrastructure created when the plan was
executed previously.
Empty
Empty
202 accepted.
404 resource not found.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
GET

DEPLOYER.6
/deployments
Description
Request body
Response body

Response code
semantics

It requests for the list of all ids of multi-cloud applications that
have available deployment reports associated with them.
Empty.
Media type: Application/json
The Json response includes a list of identifiers of the existing
deployment reports.
200 (OK), even if there are no deployment reports.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation.

Notes
API ID
Resource URI

DEPLOYER.7
/deployments/{id}
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Description
Request body
Response body
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It returns the deployment report of a multi-cloud application
identified by the id parameter in the call.
Empty.
Media type: Application/json
The Json response format deployment reports include a list of
log traces from the execution of the deployment.

Response code
semantics

404 (not found) if not executed yet.
206 (partial content) if deployment has started.
200 (OK) if deployment has finished.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation.

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

DEPLOYER.8
/deployments/{id}
Description
It executes an Implementation plan associated with a multicloud application identified by the id parameter in the call; i.e.
initiates the deployment of the multi-cloud application..
Request body
Empty.
Response
It includes a field Location which indicates the URL of the
header
deployment report. The deployment report is only available
when the deployment is finished. Headers:Location:uri.
Response body Empty
Response code 204 (no content) The deployment execution has started (check
semantics
status by using GET method).
404 (not found) the Implementation plan to be executed is
missing.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation.
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DEPLOYER.9
/deployments/{id}
Description
It executes a re-deployment of an Implementation plan
associated with a multi-cloud application identified by the id
parameter in the call; i.e. executes the re-deployment of the
multi-cloud application.
Request body
Empty
Response body Empty
Response code 204 (no content) The deployment execution has started (check
semantics
status by using GET method).
404 (not found) the Implementation plan to be executed is
missing.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation
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Notes
API ID
Resource URI
DELETE

DEPLOYER.10
/deployments/{id}
Description
It deletes all components in an Implementation plan associated
with a multi-cloud application identified by the id parameter in
the call; i.e. executes the un-deployment of the multi-cloud
application, including all the infrastructure that was created
when the Implementation plan was executed.
Request body
Empty
Response body Empty
Response code 202 (accepted) to start deleting.
semantics
206 (partial content) if un-deployment is running.
200 (ok) if un-deployment has finished.
401 (unauthorized) if Authorization header is missing.
403 (forbidden) The Authorization token has not enough
permissions to execute the operation
Notes

4.3.5 SLA Generator
4.3.5.1 SLA Generator API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the SLA Generator API.

Resource
applications

Type
Collection

application

Object

components

Object

component

Object

Table 9. SLA Generator API resources
Description
The collection of applications (keeping
information about the different multicloud applications) maintained by the
SLA Generator.
A specific Application (i.e., the object
that keeps the information about a single
application) maintained by the SLA
Generator.
The collection of components (keeping
information
about
the
different
components
of
an
application)
maintained by the SLA Generator.
A specific Component (i.e., the object
that keeps the information about a single
component) maintained by the SLA
Generator.

Base URI
/slagenerator/api/appSetup/ap
plications
/slagenerator/api/appSetup/ap
plications/{app_id}
/slagenerator/api/appSetup/ap
plications/{app_id}/comp
onents
/slagenerator/api/appSetup/ap
plications/{app_id}/comp
onents/{component_id}

4.3.5.2 SLA Generator API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the SLA Generator. For each call, it is detailed the URI
(i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
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API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLA.1
/sla-generator/api/appSetup/applications
Description
It returns the available collection of applications in the
SLA Generator.
Query String
Not supported
Request Body
Empty
Response Body
Application/JSON (Collection JSON description)
Response Codes
200 OK
500 Server Error
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.2
/sla-generator/api/appSetup/applications/new
Description
It creates a new application and adds it to the set of SLA
Generator’s applications. The URI of the created resource
is returned in a JSON message.
Query String
Not supported
Request Body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
appName
Response Body
Content type:
• Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
201 Created
435 Invalid Input
Semantics
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.3
/sla-generator/api/appSetup/applications/{appId}/component/new
Description
It creates a new component and adds it to the set of
components of a specific application. The URI of the
created resource is returned in a JSON message.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
appId
•
compName
•
compType
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
500 Server Error
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI

SLA.4
sla-generator/api/appSetup/applications/removeAllApps
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Description
Query string
Request body
Response body

Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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It removes all the applications stored by the Sla
Generator.
Not supported
Empty
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
200 OK
500 Server Error

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLA.5
sla-generator/api/riskAnalysis/componentQuestions
Description
It returns the available questions about a specific
component.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found: the requested resource has not been found
Semantics
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.6
sla-generator/api/riskAnalysis/submitQuestions
Description
It stores the questions and the related answers about a
specific component.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
compId
•
threatsQuestions
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found: the requested resource has not been found
Semantics
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.7
sla-generator/api/riskAnalysis/saveEvaluation
Description
It uploads the evaluation executed form the user on a
specific component. This is useful to execute and store the
risk analysis about the component.
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Response body

Response Codes
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If any error occurs, the method may optionally return a
JSON message with further information.
Not supported
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
compId
•
componentThreats
•
spoofingRisk
•
tamperingRisk
•
repudiationRisk
•
informationDisclosureRisk
•
denialOfServiceRisk
•
elevationOfPrivilegesRisk
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
200 OK
404 Not Found
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.8
sla-generator/api/riskAnalysis/submitControls
Description
It uploads the controls related to a specific component,
selected by the user in the last step of the risk analysis.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
compId
•
controls
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLA.9
sla-generator/api/slaGeneration/componentMetrics
Description
It returns the available metrics about a specific
component.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
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(JSON Response Message)
200 OK
404 Not Found: the requested resource has not been found
500 Server Error

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLA.10
sla-generator/api/slaGeneration/componentAssessedMetrics
Description
It returns the available metrics about a specific
component following the execution of the assessment
phase.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found: the requested resource has not been found
Semantics
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.11
sla-generator/api/slaGeneration/generateSla
Description
It uploads the metrics selected and evaluated by the user
on a specific component. The Sla Generator stores the
metrics and generates the SLAT related to the component.
The SLAT is returned in response.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
compId
•
componentMetrics
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.12
sla-generator/api/slaGeneration/generateAssessedSla
Description
It uploads the metrics selected and evaluated by the user
on a specific component during the assessment phase. The
Sla Generator stores the metrics and generates the assessed
Sla related to the component. The assessed SLAT is
returned in response.
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Not supported
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
compId
•
componentMetrics
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
200 OK
404 Not Found
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.13
sla-generator/api/slaGeneration/storeSla
Description
It stores the SLAT related to a specific component into the
Sla Repository and returns the associated ID,
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
•
slaXml
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLA.14
sla-generator/api/assessment/getComponentQuestions
Description
It returns the available questions for each control related
to a specific component.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found: the requested resource has not been found
Semantics
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI

SLA.15
sla-generator/api/ assessment /submitControlFamilies
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It uploads the control families selected by the user. The Sla
Generator fetches the questions related the controls of
submitted control families.
Not supported
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
componentId
•
controlFamilies
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
200 OK
404 Not Found
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error

Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.16
sla-generator/api/ assessment /submitQuestionnaire
Description
It uploads the questionnaire executed by the user on a
specific component during the assessment phase. The Sla
Generator stores the questionnaire and it is ready to return
the metrics related to the component.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
activeComponentQuestions
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.17
sla-generator/api/ composer /composeApplication
Description
It requests the composition of a specific application. The
Sla Generator execute the composition and stores the
results.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
appId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
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400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes
API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLA.18
sla-generator/api/ composer /retrieveComposedSlas
Description
It requests the generated composed Slas for each
component and the entire application.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Content type:
•
Multipart/form-data
•
appId
Response body
Content type:
•
Application/JSON
(JSON Response Message)
Response Codes
200 OK
404 Not Found
Semantics
400 Bad Request
500 Server Error
Notes

4.3.6 SLA Repository
4.3.6.1 SLA Repository API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the SLA Repository API.

Resource
SLAs

SLA
State
Annotations

Annotation

Table 10. SLA RepositoryAPI resources
Description
Base URI
The collection of /cloud-sla/slas
SLAs maintained by
the system
Object
An SLA maintained /cloud-sla/slas/{id}
by the system
Object
The representation of /cloud-sla/slas/{id}/state
the state of an SLA.
Collection The collection of /cloud-sla/slas/{id}/annotations
annotations
associated with a
given SLA
Object
An
annotation /cloud-sla/slas/{id}/annotations/{annotationassociated with a id}
given SLA
Type
Collection

4.3.6.2 SLA Repository API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the SLA Repository. For each call, it is detailed the
URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response header/bodies.
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API ID
Resource
URI
GET
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SLAREP.1
/cloud-sla/slas
Description

Query string

Request body
Response body

It returns the available collection of SLAs if no query string
has been specified. Otherwise, it returns up to an “items”
number of items, or “length” items starting from item with
index “page”.
•
Not present
•
items={num_items}
•
page={first_item}&length={len}
•
state={state_of_sla}
•
customer={customer_of_sla}
•
annotationKey={key_of_annotation}
•
anotationValue={value_of_annotation}
Empty
Media type:
•
Application/xml
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/xml/collections.xsd
(Collection XML description)
•
Application/json
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/json/collections.json3
(Collection JSON description)

Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
API ID
Resource
URI
POST

SLAREP.2
/cloud-sla/slas
Description

Query string
Request body

Response body

6

It adds a new valid SLA (specified in the XML format) to the
set of SLAs, and returns the URI of the created resource. The
new SLA is created in the Pending state. If no errors occur
and the offer is scheduled for negotiation, the state evolves
automatically to Negotiating.
Not supported
Media type:
• text/xml
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/xml/SLAtemplate.xsd6
(SLA XML description)
Media type:

The SLA XML description is provided in deliverable D2.2.2. The complete SLA XML framework is available
at the address https://bitbucket.org/specs-team/specs-utility-xml-sla-framework
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Response Codes
Semantics
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Text/plain
Resource URI of the created SLA Resource
201 Created: the SLA resource has been correctly created
435 Invalid Input: request body not compliant with the defined
schema

Notes
API ID
Resource
URI
GET

SLAREP.3
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body

It retrieves the SLA identified by the sla-id parameter.
Not supported
Empty
Media type:
• text/xml
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/xml/SLAtemplate.xsd
(SLA XML description)

Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
API ID
Resource
URI
PUT

SLAREP.4
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}
Description
Query string
Request body

Response body
Response Codes
Semantics

Notes

API ID
Resource URI
DELETE

It updates the SLA identified by the sla-id parameter.
Not supported
Media type:
• text/xml
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/xml/SLAtemplate.xsd
(SLA XML description)
Empty
400 Bad Request: wrong request media-type or non-wellformed SLA in request body.
435 Invalid Input: request body not compliant with the
defined schema.
409 Conflict: the call cannot be completed due to the current
state of the SLA (see Notes).
This call is allowed only if the SLA identified by the resource
URI is either in the negotiating state or in the re-negotiating
state.

SLAREP.5
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}
Description
It deletes the SLA identified by the sla-id parameter (if the
SLA has not been signed yet).
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
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Response body
Response Codes
Semantics

Notes
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Empty
• 204 No Content: the SLA has been deleted.
• 404 Not Found: the specified SLA has not been found.
• 409 Conflict: the call cannot be completed due to the
current state of the SLA (see Notes).
An SLA can be deleted only if has not been signed yet.

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLAREP.6
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/status
Description
It returns the current state of an SLA identified by the sla-id
parameter.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SLAREP.7
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/status
Description
It returns the current state of an SLA identified by the sla-id
parameter.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.8
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/sign
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in SIGNED
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.9
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/userSign
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in NEGOTIATING
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Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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Not supported
Empty
Media type:
text/plain
200 Ok

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.10
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/implement
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in IMPLEMENTING
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.11
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/observe
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in OBSERVED
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.12
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/complete
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in COMPLETED
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI

SLAREP.13
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/terminate
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Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in TERMINATED
Not supported
Empty
Media type:
text/plain
200 Ok

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.14
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/signalAlert
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in ALERTED
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.15
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/signalViolationt
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in VIOLATED
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.16
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/reNegotiate
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in RENEGOTIATING
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID

SLAREP.17
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Resource URI
POST

/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/remediate
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in REMEDIATING.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

SLAREP.18
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/redress
Description
It puts the state of the sla, sla identified by the sla-id
parameter in PROACTIVE REDRESSING.
Query string
Not supported
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type:
text/plain
Response Codes 200 Ok
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource
URI
GET

SLAREP.19
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/annotations
Description

Query string

Request body
Response body

It returns the collection of annotations associated with the
SLA identified by the sla-id parameter if no query string has
been specified. Otherwise, it returns up to an “items” number
of items, or “length” items starting from item with index
“page”.
•
Not present
•
items={num_items}
•
page={first_item}&length={len}
Empty
Media type:
Application/json
http://www.specsproject.eu/resources/schemas/json/collections.json
(Collection JSON description)

Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
API ID
Resource URI

SLAREP.20
/cloud-sla/slas/{sla-id}/annotations
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POST

Description
Query string
Request body

Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
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It adds a new annotation to the SLA identified by the sla-id
parameter.
•
Not supported
Media type:
• Application/x-www-form-urlencoded
• Key
• Value
• Timestamp
EmptyText/plain
Resource URI of the created Annotation Resource
201 Created: the Annotation resource has been correctly
created
400 Bad Request: wrong request media-type or syntax error
in request body
435 Invalid Input: request body not compliant with the
defined schema

Notes

4.3.7 MUSA Security Assurance Platform
4.3.7.1 MUSA Security Assurance Platform API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform API.
Table 11. MUSA Security Assurance Platform API resources
Resource
Type
Description
Base URI
Monitored
Collection
An application component can be /components
components
deployed individually and may /components?appId={appId}
comprise of service from a single
cloud service provider. When
possible, different monitoring
agents can be deployed with this
component to monitor its
security.
Monitoring
Collection
Management of monitoring /monitoringAgents?appId={a
agents
agents already deployed with the ppId}
application component
/monitoringAgents?appId={a
ppId}&componentId={comp
Id}
Metrics
Collection
A metric provides a measurable /metrics?appId={appId}
quantification for a given /metrics?appId={appId}&co
property.
mponentId={compId}
Measurements
Collection
The values of a metric
/measurements?appId={appI
d}&componentId={compId}
&metricId={metricId}
Alerts
Collection
An alert is a kind of notification /status?appId={appId}
triggered to indicate a warning of /status?appId={appId}&com
potential failure to meet one or ponentId={compId}
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Violations

Collection

Countermeasur
es

Collection
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more SLOs defined within an
SLA.
Any non-fulfilment of the SLA
of the mc application, i.e., any
non-fulfilment of one or more
SLOs defined within the SLA. A
violation notification is a kind of
notification triggered to indicate
a warning of detected nonfulfilment of the SLA.
An action, device, procedure, or
technique that meets or opposes
(i.e., counters) a threat, a
vulnerability, or an attack by
eliminating or preventing it, by
minimizing the harm it can
cause, or by discovering and
reporting it so that corrective
action can be taken.

/status?appId={appId}
/status?appId={appId}&com
ponentId={compId}

/status?appId={appId}
/status?appId={appId}&com
ponentId={compId}

4.3.7.2 MUSA Security Assurance Platform API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the MUSA Security Assurance Platform. For each call,
it is detailed the URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response
header/bodies.
API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.1
/?start=1 & appId={appId}
Description
It allows to connect to the MUSA Security Assurance
Platform to start the monitoring.
Request body
Empty
Response body
200 if the connection to the MUSA Security Assurance
Platform is possible
Response code
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
semantics

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.2
/components
Description
Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics

It returns the list of all the monitored components by the
MUSA assurance platform.
Empty
Media type: Application/json
A json containing all the monitored component list by
application. Details about the monitored component are
provided (name, host ip etc.) as well as monitoring agents
that are running (name, type etc.). This list can be empty.
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Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.3
/components?appId={appId}
Description
It returns the list of all the monitored components by the
MUSA assurance platform for the specified application.
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response code
semantics

A json containing all the monitored component list for the
specified application. Details about the monitored
component are provided (name, host ip etc.) as well as
monitoring agents that are running (name, type etc.). This
list can be empty.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.4
/monitoringAgents?appId={appId}
Description
It returns the list of all the monitoring agents deployed for
the specified application.
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response code
semantics

A json containing all the monitoring agents for the
specified application. Details about the monitoring agents
that are running (name, type, host ip, component, etc.) are
provided. This list can be empty.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.5
/monitoringAgents?appId={appId}&componentId={compId}
Description
It returns the list of all the monitoring agents deployed for
the specified application component.
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response code
semantics

A json containing all the monitoring agents for the
specified application component. Details about the
monitoring agents that are running (name, type, host ip,
component, etc.) are provided. This list can be empty.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI

SecAP.6
/metrics?appId={appId}
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Description

Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics
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It returns the list of the metrics that are monitored for the
specified application.
This request is equivalent to:
/metrics/find?raw&query=[{"$match":{"app_id":"app_id"}}]
Empty
Media type: Application/json
A json containing the list of monitored metrics for the
specified application. Details about the monitored metrics are
provided (name, range, etc.) as well as monitoring agents that
allows its measurement (name, type etc.). This list can be
empty.
Example:
"metrics": [
{
"id": "10000",
"title": "Resiliance to attacks",
"name": "incident",
"priority": "MEDIUM",
"violation": "!= \"yes\"",
"data_type": "string",
"enable": true,
"support": true
},
{
"id": "10001",
"title": "Vulnerability and malware",
"name": "10001",
"priority": "MEDIUM",
"violation": "!= \"yes\"",
"data_type": "string",
"enable": false,
"support": false
},
]

Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.7
/metrics?appId={appId}&componentId={compId}
Description
It returns the list of the metrics that are monitored for the
specified application component.
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response code
semantics

A json containing the list of monitored metrics for the
specified application component. Details about the
monitored metrics are provided (name, range, etc.) as well
as monitoring agents that allows its measurement (name,
type etc.). This list can be empty.
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Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
API ID
Resource
URI
GET

SecAP.8
/measurements?appId={appId}&componentId={compId}&metricId={metricId}
Description
Request body
Response body
Response code
semantics

It returns the values of the metric that have been collected
for the specified application component.
Empty
Media type: Application/json
A json containing the values of the metrics for the specified
application component. Details about the monitoring agent
that collected this measurement (name, type etc.) as well as
the timestamps for each measurement are provided. This
list can be empty.
Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.9
/status?appId={appId}
Description
It returns the list of the alerts, violations that are detected
for the specified application. It also specifies if some
counters-measures are undertaken.
Request body
Empty
Response body
Media type: Application/json
Response code
semantics

A json containing the number of alerts and violations
detected for the specified application. The number of
counters-measures that are undertaken are also provided
This list can be empty.
Example:
{
"status": "ok",
"appId": "1",
"alert": 0,
"violate": 0,
"underRemediation": 0
}

Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error
API ID
Resource URI
GET

SecAP.10
/status?appId={appId}&componentId={compId}
Description
It returns the list of the alerts, violations that are detected
for the specified application component. It also specifies
if some counters-measures are undertaken.
Request body
Empty
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Response body

Media type: Application/json

Response code
semantics

A json containing the number of alerts and violations
detected for the specified application component. The
number of counters-measures that are undertaken are also
provided
This list can be empty.
Example:
{
"status": "ok",
"appId": "1",
"componentId": 13,
"alert": 0,
"violate": 0,
"underRemediation": 0
}

Diverse 400 type messages depending on the error

4.3.8 MUSA Dashboard Back-end
4.3.8.1 MUSA Dashboard Back-end API resources
This section describes the resources handled by the MUSA Dashboard Back-end API.

Resource
Application Id
Application
Name
Columns

Table 12. MUSA Dashboard Back-end API resources
Type
Description
Base URI
Numeric
applicationId
Unique application id created by MUSA
Framework
Text
applicationName
Name of the application given by the user
Collection columns

Column Name
Column Items

Text
columns.name
Collection columns.items

Component
Name
Component Id

Text

columns.items.text

UID

columns.itmes.cid

Model URL

http
address
http
address

modelUrl

http
address

dstUrl

Risk
Assessment
URL
Service
Selection URL

riskUrl

Placeholder of the storage of collection of all
the process steps and representation of the
component position within the process.
Name of the process step
Placeholder of the storage of collection of the
component in the current process step
Name of the application component specified
by the user
Unique component Id generated by the MUSA
Framework
http endpoint where the user created model for
this application can be fetched
http endpoint where the risks assessment results
can be fetched
http endpoint where the user selected set of
services and providers can be fetched
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Deployer URL
Sla URL

Monitoring
URL
Query
Log
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http
address
http
address

deployerUrl

http
address
CYPER
qaury
Text

monitoringUrl

slaUrl

Graph.query
Log

http endpoint where the deployment strategy for
the application can be fetched
http endpoint where the generic as well as
component specific SLA for the application can
be fetched
http endpoint where the latest application
monitoring data can be fetched
CYPHER query to run against the MUSA
Graph database
Log the chosen actions of the user from the
tools.

4.3.8.2 MUSA Dashboard Back-end API calls
This section presents the REST calls exposed by the MUSA Dashboard Back-end. For each call, it is
detailed the URI (i.e., the call path), the HTTP method used, along with the request and response
header/bodies.
API ID
Resource URI
GET

DBE.1
/session
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
GET

DBE.2
/session/{id}
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
POST

DBE.3
/session
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body

It retrieves all available application “session” Id’s stored in
the database
Not supported
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found

It retrieves the application “session” identified by its id
parameter
Not supported
id=[integer]
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found

It creates a new application “session”
Not supported
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
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Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DBE.4
/session/{id}
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
DELETE

DBE.5
/session/{id}
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DBE.6
/graph/query
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes

API ID
Resource URI
PUT

DBE.7
/other/log
Description
Query string
Request body
Response body
Response Codes
Semantics
Notes
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200 Success
201 Created

It updates the application “session” with the sent body
Not supported
id=[integer]
body=[string]
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found
There is no structure checking in place, for now the storage
stores the structure as is

It deletes the application “session” identified by its id
parameter
Not supported
id=[integer]
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found

It runs CYPHER query against MUSA Graph database
Not supported
body=[string]
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found
Neo4J instance used for MACM and NIST to CCM
mapping

It logs the user actions to a log file
Not supported
body=[string]
Media type: Application/JSON, Required (not exclusive)
200 Success
404 Not found
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5 MUSA Framework implementation
Even though the technical deliverables (in WP2, WP3 and WP4) already include information about the
implementation of each of the MUSA tools, in deliverable D1.4 we have included a section that compiles
references to technical deliverables where the MUSA tools implementation is described. See Section 8
of D1.4 for more information.

5.1 Source code repository
The repositories where the source code of the MUSA tools are uploaded are the following ones:
•

https://bitbucket.org/account/user/musateam/projects/MUSA
o

MUSA Modeller: These are the five repositories that compose the MUSA Modeller:
▪
▪

eu.musa.modeller.utils
eu.musa.modeller.web-tomcat

▪

eu.musa.modeller.ws

▪

org.camel_dsl

o

▪ org.camel_dsl.dsl.parent
DST-Risk Analysis, DST-Decision and MUSA Dashboard: musa-kanban-webserver

o

Deployer-Planner and Deployer-Core: musa-deployer

o

MUSA Security Assurance Platform:

o

▪

musa-assurance_platform

▪

musa-assurance_platform-agents

▪

musa-assurance_platform-behaviour_agent

▪

musa-assurance_platform-enforcement

▪

musa-assurance_platform-enforcement_agents

▪ musa-assurance_platform-monitoring_agent
CSP Data gathering
▪

•

musa-risk_assessment-excel_importer

https://bitbucket.org/account/user/cerict/projects/MUSA
o

SLA Generator: sla-generator-v2, sla-model

o

Deployer-Broker: musa-deployer
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6 MUSA Framework deployment
6.1 MUSA infrastructure architecture
The MUSA Framework and the use cases have made use of different cloud services provided by the
AIMES Cloud environments. The reasons for using these specific elements are different such as
resilience, scalability or performance.
AIMES, as Cloud Service Provider, has offered different cloud platforms to the consortium to use as
MUSA deployment infrastructure. Figure 25 shows the commercial offerings that AIMES provides as
cloud services.

Figure 25: AIMES promotional material for cloud offerings
The OpenStack that the consortium has utilised has been implemented entirely for the sole use of the
MUSA consortium. Therefore, since the MUSA Framework services are being tested in a separate stack
to the rest of the AIMES customers, the MUSA Framework operation does not affect upon AIMES
customers critical infrastructure.
Figure 26 illustrates the deployment of the MUSA components, which are currently deployed in AIMES
environments: OpenStack and VMWare.
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Figure 26: MUSA deployment diagram
The development OpenStack is not AIMES standard commercial offering, and was provisioned to allow
the consortium a level of elasticity in provisioning services within the AIMES environment.
Most of the tools that compose the MUSA Framework are hosted within the AIMES commercial ACloud environment which has industry standard SLAs and support.

6.1.1 Node #1
The specification for this mode is as follows:
•

16GB RAM

•

8vCPU

•

40GB OS Ubuntu 14.04

•

160GB HDD

The MUSA tools that are deployed in this VM are the following ones:
•

MUSA
Dashboard,
which
project.eu/index.html#/component

•

MUSA Modeller, which is accessible via the MUSA Dashboard.

•

DST-Risk Analysis, which is accessible via the MUSA Dashboard.

•

DST-Decision, which is accessible via the MUSA Dashboard.

•

SLA Generator, which is accessible via the MUSA Dashboard.

•

MUSA Deployer, which is accessible via the MUSA Dashboard.

6.1.2 Node #2: Chef server
The specification for this mode is as follows:
•

2GB RAM

•

2vCPU

•

50GB OS Ubuntu 14.04

is

accessible

via

http://framework.musa-
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This node hosts a Chef server. The MUSA Deployer uses the Chef server for acquiring the required IaaS
resources and deploying the multi-cloud application.

6.1.3 Node #3: MUSA Security Assurance Platform
The MUSA Security Assurance Platform is a lightweight Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS Cloud virtual machine
with the following specifications
•

4GB RAM

•

2vCPU

•

40GB HDD

The MUSA Security Assurance Platform is currently collecting and monitoring the respective use case’s
nodes, network and components that are hosted within the AIMES OpenStack environment or otherwise.

6.2 Deployment considerations: Move from proof of concept to production
The MUSA Framework can be used in its entirety or in parts. The MUSA tools can work independently
as long as they have the required inputs described in Section 4.1.2. The interactions among the tools
within the MUSA Framework are implemented by REST calls.
Because of the nature of the development, the MUSA tools have been developed in silos in order to test
the viability of each of the tools independently. However, in order for the tools to become viable for
widespread use as reliable products, the consortium needs to look to putting in place a resilient, scalable
and performant cloud infrastructure for the MUSA Framework. The process to move services into a
more production and stable state from an infrastructure perspective has already started, with MUSA
tools moving to the AIMES A-Cloud offering. Which brings with it is a level of resilience, which the
development OpenStack does not provide.
Operationally, in a production scenario, the MUSA Framework needs to be easy to manage, monitor
and work with from an administrative perspective. Therefore, the move to production needs to address
the following items:
•

Accessing the MUSA Framework

•

Managing the MUSA Framework

•

Updating the MUSA Framework

•

Monitoring the MUSA Framework

Therefore, the MUSA Framework should be deployed using Docker containers in a production scenario.
Moreover, back-end connectivity between the MUSA tools services needs to be secured. Since the target
audience of the MUSA Framework is conscious about security, therefore any data flows between the
tools need to be secured.
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable has presented the final version of the MUSA Framework, including the results of the
continuous integration of the MUSA tools (developed in WP2, WP3, and WP4), and the implementation
of the MUSA Dashboard (developed in WP1).
Table 13 shows the status of the MUSA Framework implementation based on the functional
requirements defined in Section 4.1.2. As it is stated there, the final version of the MUSA Framework
includes all functionalities required for the MUSA tools but one (delete the multi-cloud application).
In fact, from the initial version to the final version of the MUSA Framework there are remarkable
improvements and new implementations, as follows:
•

The IAM of the MUSA Framework has been implemented.

•

All MUSA tools have implemented the mechanism to notify the state of the information
resources of the multi-cloud application they are managing. More information in Section 4.

•

The MUSA Modeller has implemented some modification in the CAMEL metamodel, so the
DevOps Team can define more information about the components of the multi-cloud application
(e.g., deployment order, security agents). More information in D2.4.

•

The DST-Risk Analysis has completed the risk profile by including the information of the CPIM
of the multi-cloud application. More information in D3.3.

•

The DST-Risk Analysis has improved the risk assessment process by including the ROAM
management of the threats. More information in D3.3.

•

The MUSA Deployer has completed the generation of the Implementation plan by processing
the SLAs provided by the SLA Generator. More information in D3.4.

•

The MUSA Deployer has implemented the re-deployment and undeployment of the multi-cloud
application. More information in D3.4.

•

The SLA Generator has completed the generation of the SLAs by including the data related to
the selection of the cloud services selection, the risk profile and the CPIM. More information in
D2.3.

•

The SLA Generator has implemented the generation of the composed Security SLAs of a multicloud application. More information in D2.3.

•

The SLA Generator notifies about the requirements that have been unsatisfied. More
information in D2.3.

•

The MUSA Security Assurance Platform has improved the management of the monitoring and
enforcement agents. More information in D4.3 and D4.4.

•

The MUSA Security Assurance Platform has implemented the reactive actions in case any
violation happens in the Security SLAs. More information in D4.4.

•

The Security Agent Catalogue has been implemented in order to be used by the MUSA
Modeller.
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Table 13. Status of the MUSA implementation based on the functional requirements
Functional Requirement
ID

Description

MUSA tools’ APIs
MUSA tool
responsible

Status

FR1

Multi-cloud application
management by the DevOps Team

FR1.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to create a new
multi-cloud application.

MUSA Dashboard

Completed

FR1.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
attributes (e.g. name) of the multicloud application.

MUSA Dashboard

Completed

FR1.3

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to switch between
multi-cloud applications that he/she
owns.

MUSA Dashboard

Completed

FR1.4

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage multicloud application components.

MUSA Dashboard

Completed

FR1.5

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to delete an
existing multi-cloud application.

MUSA Dashboard

Partially

FR2

Multi-cloud application model
specification

FR2.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
CPIM (Cloud Provider Independent
Model) for the multi-cloud
application on component basis
through the MUSA Modeller.

MUSA Modeller

Completed

FR3

Multi-cloud application risk
assessment

FR3.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the risk
profile of the multi-cloud application
on component basis through the
DST-Risk Analysis.

DST-Risk Analysis

Completed

FR4

Cloud service selection support for
multi-cloud application

FR4.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
selected list of cloud services
combination that best fulfils the

DST-Decision

Completed
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MUSA tools’ APIs

Functional Requirement
ID

Description

MUSA tool
responsible

Status

multi-cloud application security
requirements.
FR5

Multi-cloud application SLA
generation

FR5.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
individual component SLAs for a
multi-cloud application through the
SLA Generator.

SLA Generator

Completed

FR5.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
DevOps Team to manage the SLA
for a multi-cloud application through
the SLA Generator.

SLA Generator

Completed

FR6

Multi-cloud application
deployment

FR6.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
Implementation Plan of a multicloud application through the MUSA
Deployer.

MUSA Deployer

Completed

FR6.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
deployment of the multi-cloud
application through the MUSA
Deployer.

MUSA Deployer

Completed

FR7

Multi-cloud application runtime
assurance

FR7.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall allow
the DevOps Team to manage the
security assurance of the multi-cloud
application at through the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform.

MUSA Security
Assurance Platform

Completed

FR8

Notifications on the multi-cloud
application state

FR8.1

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify
the DevOps Team when one of the
MUSA information resources of the
multi-cloud application (i.e. CPIM,
Risk Profile, Selected CS
combination, SLAs and
Implementation plan) has been

All

Completed
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MUSA tools’ APIs
MUSA tool
responsible

Status

modified and the rest of resources
that depend on it have become
inconsistent.
FR8.2

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify
the DevOps Team when any of the
requirements of the multi-cloud
application is unsatisfied.

SLA Generator

Completed

FR8.3

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify
the DevOps Team when the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform creates
an alert related to the multi-cloud
application in runtime.

MUSA Security
Assurance Platform,
MUSA Dashboard

Completed

FR8.4

The MUSA Dashboard shall notify
the DevOps Team when the MUSA
Security Assurance Platform
identifies a violation related to the
multi-cloud application in runtime.

MUSA Security
Assurance Platform,
MUSA Dashboard

Completed
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Appendix A. MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA project is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of
distributed applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that includes:
a) security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b) methods and
tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multi-cloud
applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in the figure below.

Figure A.1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA Framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design practices
in the development and embedding of security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive security
approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud application
providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the multi-cloud application.
An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle management is needed in order to
ensure the preventive security measures to be embedded and aligned with reactive security measures.
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Appendix B. MUSA Dashboard’s session schema
{
"definitions": {},
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"PlannerTS": {
"$id": "/properties/PlannerTS",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Plannerts Schema.",
"description": " The timestamp that represents the last time that the Implementation plan of the multi-cloud
application has been updated."
},
"RiskTS": {
"$id": "/properties/RiskTS",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Riskts Schema.",
"description": " The timestamp that represents the last time that the risk profile of the multi-cloud application
has been updated .”
},
"columns": {
"$id": "/properties/columns",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the column."
},
"items": {
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"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"seccap_provided": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/seccap_provided",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Seccap_provided Schema.",
"description": "Security capabilities (ID of NIST controls) provided by the component.”
},
"deploymentMachine": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"hardware_ram": {
"$id":
"/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_ram",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_ram Schema.",
"description": "Hardware RAM required for the VM to host the component."
},
"name": {
"$id":
"/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the VM required to host the component."
},
"hardware_core": {
"$id":
"/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_core",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_core Schema.",
"description": "Hardware core required for the VM to host the component."
},
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"location": {
"$id":
"/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/location",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Location Schema.",
"description": "Location (country) of the VM to host the component."
},
"app_id": {
"$id":
"/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/app_id",
"type": "string",
"title": "The App_id Schema.",
"description": "The unique identifies of the multi-cloud application."
}
}
},
"statusOK": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Plan deployment": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Plan
deployment",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Plan deployment Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the plan deployment step status is OK (checks the consistency of
the workflow)."
},
"Service Selection": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Service
Selection",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Service selection Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the service selection step status is OK (checks the consistency
of the workflow)."
},
"Monitor": {
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"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Monitor",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Monitor Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the security assurance step status is OK (checks the consistency
of the workflow)."
},
"Model": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Model",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Model Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the Model step status is OK (checks the consistency of the
workflow)."
},
"Risk": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Risk",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Risk Schema.",
"description": " It indicates if the risk assessment step status is OK (checks the consistency of
the workflow)."
},
"Sla": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Sla",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Sla Schema.",
"description": " It indicates if the SLA generation step status is OK (checks the consistency of
the workflow)."
},
"Deploy": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Deploy",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Deploy Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the deployment step status is OK (checks the consistency of the
workflow)."
}
}
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": {
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"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/getSlaTeamplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslateamplateurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA Template of the component
of the multi-cloud application."
},
"text": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/text",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Text Schema.",
"description": "Name of the component."
},
"getSlaUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/getSlaUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslaurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA of the component of the
multi-cloud application."
},
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getassessedslatemplateurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the Assessed SLA of the component
of the multi-cloud application.”
},
"cid": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/cid",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Cid Schema.",
"description": "Unique identifies of the component."
},
"status": {
"$id": "/properties/columns/items/properties/items/items/properties/status",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Status Schema.",
"description": "Status of the component inside the workflow."
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}
}
}
}
}
}
},
"getDstUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getDstUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getdsturl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the MUSA DST-Decision service that returns the selection of the CS combination in
which the multi-cloud application components will be deployed ."
},
"getModelUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getModelUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getmodelurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the MUSA Modeller service that returns the CAMEL model of the multi-cloud
application."
},
"getMACMUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getMACMUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getmacmurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the MUSA Modeller service that returns the MACM model generated by processing the
CAMEL model of the multi-cloud application."
},
"deployerUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/deployerUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Deployerurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the MUSA Deployer."
},
"getPlannerUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getPlannerUrl",
"type": "string",
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"title": "The Getplannerurl Schema.",
"description": " The URL of the MUSA Deployer service that returns the Implementation plan of the multi-cloud
application."
},
"getRiskUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getRiskUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getriskurl Schema.",
"description": " The URL of the DST-RA service that returns the risk profile of the multi-cloud application."
},
"DstTS": {
"$id": "/properties/DstTS",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Dstts Schema.",
"description": " The timestamp that represents the last time that the CS combination selection has been updated."
},
"ModelTS": {
"$id": "/properties/ModelTS",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Modelts Schema.",
"description": " The timestamp that represents the last time that the CAMEL model of the multi-cloud application
has been updated."
},
"getDeployedPlanUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getDeployedPlanUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getdeployedplanurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the MUSA Deployer service that return the implementation plan updated after the
deployment (includes IP addresses)."
},
"riskUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/riskUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Riskurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the DST-Risk Analysis tool."
},
"DeployerTS": {
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"$id": "/properties/DeployerTS",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Deployerts Schema.",
"description": "The timestamp that represents the last time that the multi-cloud application has been deployed."
},
"modelUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/modelUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Modelurl Schema.",
"description": "the URL of the Modeller tool.",
},
"applicationId": {
"$id": "/properties/applicationId",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Applicationid Schema.",
"description": "Unique identifier of the multi-cloud application."
},
"applicationName": {
"$id": "/properties/applicationName",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Applicationname Schema.",
"description": "Name of the multi-cloud application."
},
"getDeployerLogUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/getDeployerLogUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getdeployerlogurl Schema.",
"description": " The URL of the MUSA Deployer service that returns the log of the deployment of the multi-cloud
application."
}
}
}
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Appendix C. DST-Risk Analysis’ Risk profile schema
{
"definitions": {},
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"$id": "http://framework.musa-project.eu/riskProfileSchema.json",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"$id": "/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Column name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the columns where the items are positioned."
},
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/items",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"text": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/text",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Text Schema.",
"description": "Name of the application component."
},
"cid": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/cid",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Cid Schema.",
"description": "Component Id"
},
"seccap_provided": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/seccap_provided",
"type": "string",
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"title": "The Seccap_provided Schema.",
"description": "Security capabilities provided by the component (in NIST controls format)."
},
"deploymentMachine": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"hardware_ram": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_ram",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_ram Schema.",
"description": "Hardware RAM required for the VM to host the component."
},
"name": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the VM required to host the component."
},
"hardware_core": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_core",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_core Schema.",
"description": "Hardware core required for the VM to host the component."
},
"location": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/location",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Location Schema.",
"description": "Location (country) of the VM to host the component."
},
"app_id": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/app_id",
"type": "string",
"title": "The App_id Schema.",
"description": "The unique identifier of the multi-cloud application."
}
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}
},
"status": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/status",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Status Schema.",
"description": "Status of the component inside the workflow."
},
"getSlaUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/getSlaUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslaurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA of the component of the multicloud application."
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/getSlaTeamplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslateamplateurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA templates of the component of
the multi-cloud application."
},
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getassessedslatemplateurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the assessed SLA of the component of the
multi-cloud application."
},
"statusOK": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Model": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Model",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Model Schema.",
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"description": "It indicates if the Model step status is OK."
},
"Risk": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Risk",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Risk Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the risk assessment step status is OK."
},
"Service Selection": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Service Selection",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Service selection Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the service selection step status is OK."
},
"Sla": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Sla",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Sla Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the SLA generation step status is OK."
},
"Plan deployment": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Plan deployment",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Plan deployment Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the plan deployment step status is OK."
},
"Deploy": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Deploy",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Deploy Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the deployment step status is OK."
},
"Monitor": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Monitor",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Monitor Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the security assurance step status is OK."
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}
}
},
"sRA": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/sRA",
"type": "array",
"description": "Obsolete holder of asociated risk Analsyis mitigation actions."
},
"risks": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/id",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Id Schema.",
"description": "Id of the risks associated."
},
"threatId": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/threatId",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Threatid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the Threat from the threat catalogue."
},
"name": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the threat."
},
"description": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/description",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Description Schema.",
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"description": "Description of the threat."
},
"strideId": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/strideId",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Strideid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the STRIDE group associated to the threat."
},
"strideName": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/strideName",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Stridename Schema.",
"description": "Name of the STRIDE group associated to the threat."
},
"sR": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR",
"type": "array",
"description": "Obsolete holder of the mitigation actions."
},
"owasp": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"skillLevel": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/skillLevel",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Skilllevel Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"motive": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/motive",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Motive Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"opportunity": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/opportunity",
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"type": "integer",
"title": "The Opportunity Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"size": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/size",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Size Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"easeOfDiscovery": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/easeOfDiscovery",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Easeofdiscovery Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"easeOfExploit": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/easeOfExploit",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Easeofexploit Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"awareness": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/awareness",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Awareness Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"intrusionDetection": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/intrusionDetection",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Intrusiondetection Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
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"lossOfConfidentiality": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfConfidentiality",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofconfidentiality Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"lossOfIntegrity": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfIntegrity",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofintegrity Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"lossOfAvailability": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfAvailability",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofavailability Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"lossOfAccountability": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfAccountability",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofaccountability Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"financialDamage": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/financialDamage",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Financialdamage Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"reputationDamage": {
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"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/reputationDamage",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Reputationdamage Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"nonCompliance": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/nonCompliance",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Noncompliance Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
},
"privacyViolation": {
"$id":
"/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/privacyViolation",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Privacyviolation Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
}
}
},
"roam": {
"$id": "/properties/items/items/properties/risks/items/properties/roam",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Roam Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value"
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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Appendix D. DST-Decision’s Cloud services combination selection schema
{
"definitions": {},
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"$id": "/",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"score": {
"$id": "/properties/score",
"type": "number",
"title": "The Score Schema.",
"description": "Deployment score for the cloud services combination."
},
"data": {
"$id": "/properties/data",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"component": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"text": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/text",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Text Schema.",
"description": "Name of the application component."
},
"cid": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/cid",
"type": "string",
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"title": "The Cid Schema.",
"description": "Component Id."
},
"seccap_provided": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/seccap_provided",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Seccap_provided Schema.",
"description": "Security capabilities provided by the component (in NIST controls format)."
},
"deploymentMachine": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"hardware_ram": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_ram",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_ram Schema.",
"description": "Hardware RAM required for the VM to host the component."
},
"name": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the VM required to host the component."
},
"hardware_core": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/hardware_core",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Hardware_core Schema.",
"description": "Hardware core required for the VM to host the component."
},
"location": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/location",
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"type": "string",
"title": "The Location Schema.",
"description": "Location (country) of the VM to host the component."
},
"app_id": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/deploymentMachine/properties/app_id",
"type": "string",
"title": "The App_id Schema.",
"description": "The unique identifier of the multi-cloud application."
}
}
},
"status": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/status",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Status Schema.",
"description": "Status of the component inside the workflow."
},
"getSlaUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/getSlaUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslaurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA of the component of the
multi-cloud application."
},
"getSlaTeamplateUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/getSlaTeamplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getslateamplateurl Schema.",
"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the SLA templates of the component
of the multi-cloud application."
},
"getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/getAssessedSlaTemplateUrl",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Getassessedslatemplateurl Schema.",
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"description": "The URL of the SLA Repository service that returns the assessed SLA of the component
of the multi-cloud application."
},
"statusOK": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Model": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Model",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Model Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the Model step status is OK."
},
"Risk": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Risk",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Risk Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the risk assessment step status is OK."
},
"Service Selection": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Service
Selection",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Service selection Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the service selection step status is OK."
},
"Sla": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Sla",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Sla Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the SLA generation step status is OK."
},
"Plan deployment": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Plan
deployment",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Plan deployment Schema.",
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"description": "It indicates if the plan deployment step status is OK ."
},
"Deploy": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Deploy",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Deploy Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the deployment step status is OK."
},
"Monitor": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/statusOK/properties/Monitor",
"type": "boolean",
"title": "The Monitor Schema.",
"description": "It indicates if the security assurance step status is OK."
}
}
},
"sRA": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/sRA",
"type": "array",
"description": "Obsolete holder of asociated risk Analsyis mitigation actions."
},
"risks": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/id",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Id Schema.",
"description": "Id of the risks associated."
},
"threatId": {
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"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/threatId",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Threatid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the Threat from the threat catalogue."
},
"name": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the threat."
},
"description": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/description",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Description Schema.",
"description": "Description of the threat."
},
"strideId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/strideId",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Strideid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the STRIDE group associated to the threat."
},
"strideName": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/strideName",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Stridename Schema.",
"description": "Name of the STRIDE group associated to the threat."
},
"sR": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR",
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"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items/properties/id",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Id Schema.",
"description": "Id of the mitigation action / security control."
},
"name": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items/properties/name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the mitigation action / security control."
},
"family": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items/properties/family",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Family Schema.",
"description": "Family name of the mitigation action / security control."
},
"familyId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items/properties/familyId",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Familyid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the group of the mitigation action / security control."
},
"description": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/sR/items/properties/description",
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"type": "string",
"title": "The Description Schema.",
"description": "Description of the mitigation action / security control."
}
}
}
},
"owasp": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"skillLevel": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/skillLevel",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Skilllevel Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"motive": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/motive",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Motive Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"opportunity": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/opportunity",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Opportunity Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"size": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/size",
"type": "integer",
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"title": "The Size Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"easeOfDiscovery": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/easeOfDiscovery",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Easeofdiscovery Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"easeOfExploit": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/easeOfExploit",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Easeofexploit Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"awareness": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/awareness",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Awareness Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"intrusionDetection": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/intrusionDetectio
n",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Intrusiondetection Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"lossOfConfidentiality": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfConfidentia
lity",
"type": "integer",
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"title": "The Lossofconfidentiality Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"lossOfIntegrity": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfIntegrity",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofintegrity Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"lossOfAvailability": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfAvailabilit
y",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofavailability Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"lossOfAccountability": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/lossOfAccountabil
ity",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Lossofaccountability Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"financialDamage": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/financialDamage",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Financialdamage Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"reputationDamage": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/reputationDamage"
,
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"type": "integer",
"title": "The Reputationdamage Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"nonCompliance": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/nonCompliance",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Noncompliance Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
},
"privacyViolation": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/owasp/properties/privacyViolation"
,
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Privacyviolation Schema.",
"description": "OWASP group value."
}
}
},
"roam": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/risks/items/properties/roam",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Roam Schema.",
"description": "Roam status of the Threat / Risk."
}
}
}
},
"addedRiskSecurities": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/component/items/properties/addedRiskSecurities",
"type": "array",
"description": "MACM based risk Securities."
}
}
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}
},
"service": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"data": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Name": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the cloud service provider."
},
"Provider": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Provider",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Name": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Provider/properties/Name",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Name Schema.",
"description": "Name of the cloud service provider."
},
"ProviderId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Provider/properties/ProviderId",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Providerid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the cloud service provider."
},
"ImageUrl": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Provider/properties/ImageUrl",
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"type": "string",
"title": "The Imageurl Schema.",
"description": "url of the logo of the cloud service provider."
},
"Location": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Provider/properties/Location",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Location Schema.",
"description": "location of the HQ of the cloud service provider."
}
}
},
"Metrics": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Id": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/Id",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Id Schema.",
"description": "Id of the cloud provider CCM metric."
},
"SlaId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/SlaId",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Slaid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the CCM metric."
},
"Question": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/Question",
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"type": "string",
"title": "The Question Schema.",
"description": "Question asked by the CCM to the provider."
},
"Answer": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/Answer",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Answer Schema.",
"description": "Answer given by the provider for the CCM question."
},
"Value": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/Value",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Value Schema.",
"description": "Binary value of the interpretation of the answer by CAIQ."
},
"ProviderId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/data/properties/Metrics/items/properties/ProviderId",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Providerid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the provider in the CSP_providers table."
}
}
}
}
}
},
"ccmAlignment": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
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"Id": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/Id",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Id Schema.",
"description": "Id of the cloud provider CCM metric."
},
"SlaId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/SlaId",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Slaid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the CCM metric."
},
"Question": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/Question",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Question Schema.",
"description": "Question asked by the CCM to the provider."
},
"Answer": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/Answer",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Answer Schema.",
"description": "Answer given by the provider for the CCM question."
},
"Value": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/Value",
"type": "integer",
"title": "The Value Schema.",
"description": "Binary value of the interpretation of the answer by CAIQ."
},
"ProviderId": {
"$id":
"/properties/data/items/properties/service/properties/ccmAlignment/items/properties/ProviderId",
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"type": "integer",
"title": "The Providerid Schema.",
"description": "Id of the provider in the CSP_providers table."
}
}
}
}
}
},
"vmName": {
"$id": "/properties/data/items/properties/vmName",
"type": "string",
"title": "The Vmname Schema.",
"description": "Name of the VM where the components will be deployed."
}
}
}
}
}
}

